
~ Rh Negative Blood and Spiritual Abilities ~ (PART THREE)

In the first two installments in this series, we examined the impact of what Rh negatve blood 
actually is and certain tendencies people who have these blood types display. It’s interesting 
to research history and uncover the origin of the various blood types. Rh negative blood, as 
discussed in earlier articles, is older than Rh positive. Rh negative does NOT contain simian 
genetic code but is believed to be a mutation of original human blood with the introduction 
of the simian genetic coding, or in fact, though archeology disputes this, as the oldest human 
mummies found to date, are blond-haired and presumably blue eyed Scandinavians but 
could it be that there were “humans” who’d have genetic similarites with apes present at the 
dawn of the Creation of man? How this potenial hybridization between man and ape took 
place, if it did at all, as no “missing link” has ever been found it seems to be lost in a long 
forgotten past, but many theories exist, many of the entirely speculative, off-the-wall ravings 
which we will not go into here.

While clearly I wish to leave no doubt that I am not suggesting that all who have Rh negative 
blood walk in spiritual gifts, many of them are definitely train wrecks, no more than I’m say-
ing all those who are Rh positive are cretins either! Many of them are spiritual! Acts 2:17 and 
also Joel 2:28 state clearly that God will pour out His spirit upon ALL flesh. What this series 
is designed to provide, however, is a general demographic in terms of where these things will 
TEND to appear overall. The majority of people who demonstrate spiritual abilities also have 
Rh negative blood. It’s interesting to look at history in terms of what is known about the ori-
gin of this blood. Also, noted that there are many differing blood types, so what do they mean 
and how did that come to be?

As mentioned in ealier installments, Rh negative blood tends to yield light eyes. Many OLD 
pictures of Jesus appear showing him with light eyes, typically blue! These old representa-
tions have all but faded into oblivion, but once was the standard image. Some also depicted 
Jesus with light hair as well! Seeing, however, that overal in the world, Rh negative consist of 
less than 5% of people, (roughly 15% in the US) could it be that this image, like most every-
thing ELSE these days, was some time back, given a “politically correct” makeover? Many 
know Jesus was an Essene in Jewish tradition. He was not Pharisees or Sadducees. The third 
little known arm of Judaism is the branch of the Essenes. Further, Jesus was also known as 
the “Nazarene” and is referred to as such in the NT. Interestingly enough, the oldest known 
representations of Jesus in the Nazarene faith depict Jesus with blue eyes, lending one to 
think Jesus was, more than likely, Rh negative as well! While having bue eyes is not the “fi-
nal” determination or proof positive that someone is, in fact, Rh negative, a vast majority of 
those with blue eyes are Rh negative. Being the Father of Christianity, Jesus no doubt not only 
walked in the gift of the Spirit, but enabled that selfsame Spirit to be handed down to us by 
proxy of our faith and belief. As far as Jesus skin color is concerned, the very likelihood that 
he, in fact, was NON-white, but with rather olive skin also seems to be something that has 
been “changed” by modern depictions, showing Jesus as a white man! Reiterating, God pours 
His Spirit upon ALL flesh, none of the physical traits of Jesus are recorded in Scripture, allow-
ing ALL to be reached by Him, as He would see fit. None are excluded, again, this is just an 
examination of the demographics of Spiritual gifts.



It is rested science that Rh negative blood did not follow “regular evolutionary” paths. In fact, 
evolution seems to be ruled out in this blood typing. Rh negative blood, by this definition, is 
not a “normal” human blood type. Carrying this science to the next evolution, the argument 
could well be made that the true “source” of this blood type originally was not included with 
humans that have “evolved” and thereby, seem to represent an entirely different “species” of 
human, as posited earlier in this series.

This entirely different “species” of humans do tend to exhibit different traits and characteris-
tics. To recap, they are:

enhanced intuition and psychic abilities
resistance to disease processes, remain unusually healthy and “age well”
keen senses with animals and are natural animal handlers
an otherworldly feeling
a feeling of having a mission in life
a drive to seek out truth or answers
an empathetic and a compassionate character
a feeling that one is an outsider
an interest in space and/or science
“intersting” effects on electricity and/or appliances and electronics

(to be continued)

Highest Regards and Much Love,

Kevin


